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Abstract: Internet of Things (IOT) innovation has carried insurgency to every single field 
of regular man's life by making everything savvy and insightful. IOT alludes to a system of 
things which make a self-arranging system. The advancement of Intelligent Smart 
Farming IOT based gadgets is step by step turning the substance of agribusiness 
generation by improving it as well as making it financially savvy and diminishing wastage. 
The point/goal of this paper is to propose a Novel Smart IOT based Agriculture Stick 
helping ranchers in getting Live Data (Temperature, Soil Moisture) for proficient 
condition checking which will empower them to do savvy cultivating and increment their 
general yield and nature of items. The Agriculture stick being proposed by means of this 
paper is incorporated with Arduino Technology, Breadboard blended with different sensors 
and live information feed can be gotten online from Things speak.com. The item being 
proposed is tried on Live Agriculture Fields giving high precision over 98% in information 
nourishes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of principle territories where IOT put together research is going with respect to and new 
items are propelling on regular premise to make the exercises more astute and proficient 
towards better generation is "Farming". Farming segment is viewed as the more essential 
segment all-inclusive for guaranteeing sustenance security[1]. Discussing India ranchers, 
which are correct now in a tough situation and are at disadvantageous position as far as 
homestead size, innovation, exchange, government arrangements, and atmosphere conditions 
and so on. Almost certainly, ICT based strategies have tackled a few issues however are not 
all around ok for effective and guaranteed creation. As of late, ICT has relocated to IOT 
which is otherwise called "Pervasive figuring". Farming creation requires bunches of 
exercises like soil and plant observing, ecological checking like dampness and temperature, 
transportation, store network the board, foundation the executives, control frameworks the 
board, creature checking, bother control and so forth[2]–[6]. 

IOT based rural union innovation (Lee et al, 2013) makes high an incentive as far as quality 
and expanded generation and furthermore lessens trouble on ranchers in abundant way. 
Notwithstanding Agricultural IOT, the eventual fate of farming is "Accuracy Farming" which 
is relied upon to develop at $3.7 billion by 2018[7]–[13]. With information created from GPS 
and Smart Sensors on agrarian field and reconciliation of brilliant cultivating gear alongside 
Big Data investigation, ranchers would most likely improve harvest yields and utilize water 
and thus wastage of any kind would be diminished to a noteworthy level.  

Along these lines, seeing the present situation of horticulture which is encompassed by huge 
amounts of issues, it is most extreme prerequisite to have IOT based Smart Farming. So as to 
actualize keen cultivating in genuine world, IOT based items are required to be created and 
actualized at customary interims and furthermore at an extremely quick pace. 
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2. BENEFITS 

1. IOT empowers simple accumulation and the board of huge amounts of information 
gathered from sensors and with incorporation of distributed computing administrations like 
Agriculture field maps, distributed storage and so forth. Information can be gotten to live 
from anyplace and wherever empowering live observing and start to finish availability among 
every one of the gatherings concerned[14]–[18].  

2. IOT is viewed as key segment for Smart Farming likewise with precise sensors and 
brilliant equipment's, ranchers can expand the sustenance generation by 70% till year 2050 as 
portrayed by specialists.  

3. With IOT creations expenses can be diminished to a striking level which will thus expand 
productivity and manageability.  

4. With IOT, proficiency level would be expanded as far as use of Soil, Water, Fertilizers, 
Pesticides and so forth.  

5. With IOT, different elements would likewise prompt the security of condition. 

3. COMPONENTS USED 
 Arduino Mega 2560 
 Wi-Fi Module 
 Battery 
 Temperature Sensor 
 Soil Moisture Sensor 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

In this Research Paper, a Novel Smart Farming Enabled: IoT Based Agriculture Stick for 
Live Monitoring of Temperature and Soil Moisture has been proposed utilizing Arduino, 
Cloud Computing and Sun powered Technology. The stick has high effectiveness and 
precision in getting the live information of temperature and soil dampness. The Agriculture 
stick being proposed by means of this paper will help ranchers in expanding the agribusiness 
yield and take productive consideration of nourishment creation as the stick will consistently 
give assistance to ranchers to getting precise live feed of natural temperature and soil 
dampness with over 99% exact outcomes. 
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